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A hot soldier. The small town girl who’s SO over him. He’s adored by women and men all over the world, the raw, gritty, star NHL
forward and past Delta North Team Special Ops soldier, Dante Knight. But life changed, abruptly. Dante’s no longer interested in
the limelight, or in the panties strewn on the ice. With the same focus he applied to his stunning NHL career, he’s now interested
in only one woman… Kelley Dunham. The girl who loved him, way back, when he was nobody. --- Puppy love for the moody Dante
consumed Kelly Dunham’s heart far too long. After a series of disappointments, she’s now ready for the playgirl life. But when
Dante reappears in a mountain blizzard and they’re snowed in and he’s finally ready to be the man she always knew he could be,
she stands firm. Nothing’s changing her mind. No second chance romance, here. No reunion, either. Though he might be a good
playmate... Let the games begin. --- This book is part of the Delta North Main series. Be sure to check out the Delta North
NOVELLA series, starting with A Real Man: The DREAM. *** THE DELTA NORTH TEAM Small Town Military Romance Series:
Soldiers Coming Home A band of brothers was forged to provide military support for critical missions, with men from two countries:
the U.S. and Canada, in the spirit of their forerunner, The Devil’s Brigade. With the handle The Delta North Special Ops Team,
these soldiers sweat and worked together, put their lives on the line, and pulled off critical missions and successes. Now these
heroes have come home and are starting their civilian lives far away from the battlefield, but with the same stalwart and
uncompromising principles they fought under still strong in their hearts. Integrating back into civilian life will not be easy. Much has
changed since they’ve been gone, and sometimes? Not enough has changed. But they’re back… …and they’re going to make a
dent. Read their stories, hold your breath, cheer for their hard-won successes in life...and in love.
At last! The eagerly anticipated revised edition of the photographer’s "business bible" is here, fully updated with the last word on
key business practices, industry standards, and resources. Up-to-the-minute coverage now includes digital asset management;
metadata standards; the role of Internet, FTP, and e-mail technologies; the impact of media consolidation on assignment and
stock photography; and much more. This indispensable guide covers the full range of business and legal questions that
photographers might have, with comprehensive advice from the ASMP, the foremost authority in the field. In eleven in-depth
chapters, more than two dozen industry experts explore pricing and negotiating, ethics, rights in traditional and electronic media,
publishing, and much more. Business and legal forms, checklists, and an extensive cross-media bibliography make this the one
reference book that deserves a place on every successful photographer’s bookshelf. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse
Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles
cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start
careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
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In order to fully grasp criminal law concepts, students must go beyond mere rote memorization of the penal code and attempt to
understand where the laws originate from and how they have developed. Criminal Law, Second Edition blends legal and moral
reasoning in the examination of crimes and explores the history relating to jurisprudence and roots of criminal law. It fosters
discussions of controversial issues and delivers abridged case law decisions that target the essence of appellate rulings.
Grounded in the model penal code, making the text national in scope, this volume examines: Why the criminal codes originated,
and the moral, religious, spiritual, and human influences that led to our present system How crimes are described in the modern
criminal justice model The two essential elements necessary for criminal culpability: actus reus (the act committed or omitted) and
mens rea (the mind and intent of the actor) Offenses against the body resulting in death, including murder, manslaughter, felony
murder, and negligent homicide Nonterminal criminal conduct against the body, including robbery, kidnapping, false imprisonment,
assault, and hate crimes Sexual assault, rape, necrophilia, incest, and child molestation Property offenses, such as larceny/theft,
bribery, forgery, and embezzlement Crimes against the home, including burglary, trespass, arson, and vandalism The book also
examines controversial public morality issues such as prostitution, drug legalization, obscenity, and pornography. The final two
chapters discuss inchoate offenses, where the criminal act has not been completed, and various criminal defenses such as legal
insanity, entrapment, coercion, self-defense, and mistake of fact or law. Important keywords introduce each chapter, and
discussion questions and suggested readings appear at the end of each chapter, prompting lively debate and further inquiry into a
fascinating subject area that continues to evolve.
At Dwell, we're staging a minor revolution. We think that it's possible to live in a house or apartment by a bold modern architect, to
own furniture and products that are exceptionally well designed, and still be a regular human being. We think that good design is
an integral part of real life. And that real life has been conspicuous by its absence in most design and architecture magazines.
Theo knows what’s possible… Because he’s learned the hard way what’s not. The internationally successful supermodel known
as Angel stole his heart forever when she was just Lyssa Monroe. There’s never been another woman who could compete—he
even loved Lyssa enough to let her walk away when she said it was over. When they meet again, he’s determined to make one
glimpse of her sustain him for another decade. When Lyssa offers him one night together, Theo can’t say no—even though he
knows a taste will only tempt him to hope for more all over again. Lyssa has tasted forbidden fruit… And she can’t forget it, no
matter how hard she tries. Theo’s love is a touchstone for all that is pure and good in the chaos her life has become. When she
sees him again, everything is simple for once and only one choice is possible. The secret she keeps from Theo could destroy any
chance of a future together, but surely she can keep it hidden for just one more night. Or maybe two. How much will she sacrifice
to defend her son—and how far will Theo go to convince her give them a second chance? This book was previously published
under the title Bad Case of Loving You. ***** ?Deborah Cooke's Flatiron Five Fitness. Straight out of college, five friends with a
dream joined forces to build success. Ten years later, their exclusive fitness club, Flatiron Five Fitness, is the hottest destination in
Manhattan. People flock to F5F to get fit, to get lucky, and even, to fall in love. The founding partners have been immune to F5F’s
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romantic spell—at least, so far… The Flatiron Five Fitness series of contemporary romances and romantic comedies are set in New
York City, and feature the partners in a successful gym. The books should be read in order. 1. Just One Fake Date 2. Just One
More Time 3. Just One Night Together 4. Just One Hometown Hero 5. Two Weddings & a Baby 6. Just One Second Chance 7.
Just One Silver Fox In Just One Night Together, the partners add a tattoo shop to F5's services for members. A legendary tattoo
artist, Chynna, runs the shop and gives away a tattoo on each full moon. The rumor is that the tattoo will bring true love to the
recipient. Cassie gets the first one. The Flatiron Five Tattoo series are shorter contemporary romances, telling the stories of those
full moon tattoos and their bearers. They should be read in order. The first three feature three friends who were on a girls'
weekend in NYC when one of them won the first tattoo. 1. Just One Snowbound Night 2. Just One Vacation Night 3. Just One
Unforgettable Night 4. Just One Christmas Night ***** stranded, contemporary romance, best friend's brother, return to hometown,
disguise, friends to lovers, fling, secret baby, fling to forever, reunion, second chance, tattoo, disguise, fake date, bad boy, secret,
small town, wedding, friends to lovers, romantic comedy, pride and prejudice, rich hero, new york city, sexy romance, sexy read
In "I that is We, We that is I" leading scholars analyze the many facets of Hegel’s formula for the intersubjective structure of human life and
explores its relevance for debates on social ontology, recognition, action theory, constructivism, and naturalism.
Examining a wide variety of texts including Shakespeare's plays, Gilbert and Sullivan's operas, and modernist poetics, Poetic Justice and
Legal Fictions explores how literary laws and values illuminate and challenge the jurisdiction of justice and the law.
Why is death bad for us, even on the assumption that it involves the absence of experience? Is it worse for us than prenatal nonexistence?
Kamm begins by considering these questions, critically examining some answers other philosophers have given. She explores in detail
suggestions based on our greater concern over the loss of future versus past goods and those based on the insult to persons which death
involves. In the second part, Kamm deals with the question, "Whom should we save from death if we cannot save everyone?" She considers
whether and when the numbers of lives we can save matter in our choice, and whether the extra good we achieve if we save some lives
rather than others should play a role in deciding whom to save. Issues such as fairness, solidarity, the role of random decision procedures,
and the relation between subjective and objective points of view are discussed, with an eye to properly incorporating these into a
nonconsequentialist ethical theory. In conclusion, the book examines specifically what differences between persons are relevant to the
distribution of any scarce resource, discussing for example, the distribution (and acquisition) of bodily organs for transplantation. Kamm
provides criticism of some current procedures for distribution and acquisition of a scarce resource and makes suggestions for alternatives.
J. Stafford Wright calls it the "black sheep of the Bible." Some interpreters stumble over the Book of Ecclesiastes; those whose writings
appear in this collection see an important, unified message. 'Reflecting with Solomon' gathers some of the best scholarship on Ecclesiastes.
The result is a solid introduction to Old Testament Wisdom Literature and more detail for study, preaching, and teaching than is found in most
commentaries. Some articles cover the authorship, themes, difficulties, and overall structure in Ecclesiastes; others analyze specific texts.
Among the contributors are Roland E. Murphy, Emeritus Professor of Biblical Studies, Duke University; Donald R. Glenn, Chair of Old
Testament Studies, Dallas Seminary; Wayne A. Brindle, Associate Professor of Biblical Studies, Liberty University; Michael A. Eaton,
Lecturer in Old Testament, Baptist Theological College of Southern Africa; and the late Robert Gordis of Jewish Theological Seminary of
America.
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It's been called "The Shot Heard Round the World," the miracle home run hit by Bobby Thomson that won the National League pennant for
the Giants -- and is considered one of the most dramatic moments in baseball history. Now, in his own words, Bobby Thomson tells the
complete story of that incredible event with fascinating details only he can provide.
These essays draw out the ways in which contemporary science fiction literature and film has served as a prophetic vehicle for writers with
ethical and political concerns.
This work develops an understanding of hell that is common to a broad variety of religious perspectives, and argues that the usual
understandings of hell are incapable of solving the problem of hell. Kvanvig develops a philosophical account of hell which does not depend
on a retributive model and argues that it is adequate on both philosophical and theological grounds.
Hanns Ullrich, this highly renowned legal scholar, has had a tremendous influence on legal research and the development of the law in the
fields of both Technology and Competition. His expertise dates back to the late 1970s and early 1980s, when he served as a member of the
research staff at the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property in Munich. In 1985, he became professor of law at the "Universität der
Bundeswehr", Munich, and finally, in 2000, professor at the european University Institute, florence. He has acted as visiting professor at a
number of Universities around the worldincluding, in particular, the College of Europe, Bruges. The authors of the contributions in this book
feel greatly indebted to Hanns Ullrich. Much earlier than others, he recognised and explained that, in the absence of pressure from
competition, intellectual property will not be able to fulfil its mission of enhancing innovation. In concentrating on the fields of interest of this
eminent scholar, the contributions address a number of the most burning issues of the regulation of intellectual property, competition law and,
of course, the application of competition law to IP-related cases.
The true no-holds barred story of one man's endurance on a Virginia chain gang and in the Virginia state penitentiary of the 1950's. The story
follows the author from the crime of an eighteen year old - taking money that was owed to him - through his incarceration on a chain gang, his
escape, return to prison, another chain gang and finally parole. Take a birds-eye view of the harsh realities of a chain gang camp where
vicious, ignorant gun-wielding guards held the power of life or death over prisoners; and how the prisoners dealt with life there, sometimes
cruelly, permanently disabling themselves by cutting their heel tendons to escape the severe non-stop work, and sometimes humorously.
Follow along on a heart pounding escape, and then journey into a maximum-security prison where the rules are entirely different, and life was
cheap. See what it took to survive and endure in order to return to the 'free' world. Long Chain Charlie was an integral part of the Virginia
Department of Corrections and as such became known as Sir Long Chain Charles by my choosing - something to be respected for it's
service. I knew the first time I stepped on board Long Chain that I was being taken to a rolling hell - the guard's terse introduction as he
handcuffed me to the seat told me that. "You can try to escape if you want to. If you do try, I'll kill you. It's simple as that." I was an extremely
youthful looking eighteen year old who could pass for fourteen, fresh from the mountainous backwoods with a brand-new ten year sentence,
but I believed him, and couldn't help but think that this was just the tip of the iceberg, my introduction to the Virginia penal system: a cold,
dark gray bus encased in bars and heavy wire mesh, taking me to a cold, dark gray penitentiary. It was going to be a long ten years. The
Commonwealth of the state of Virginia was the only penal system to my knowledge that was fully self-sustaining. There were thirty-two chain
gang camps, part of them black only, part of them white only, a huge state farm, each county had it's own farm, even most of the chain gang
camps had them. The two I was in certainly did. Then there was the block plant, the lime plant, and the nearly twenty-four hundred convicts at
500 Spring Street, the penitentiary, were kept busy in the shops. There was the knitting mill for socks, underwear and t-shirts; the tailor shops
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for the uniforms and going-out clothes; the furniture shop, the tag shop, the machine shop. All the inmates were fed, clothed and maintained
by their own hand. This same system would work in every penal institution today, or on the other hand, maybe it wouldn't work because today
the jail birds would start screaming "We got rights ' and some facet of society would come along and say "Their rights were violated. Release
them " thus releasing and creating more two-legged slugs onto the streets that society has to condone. I am proud to say that after everything
I have endured in the Commonwealth of Virginia's penal system, I still emerged human.
Ben Brahms shed his glasses, gangly body, and a life long pact to attend an Ivy League college with his best friend the day the world took on
a sinister hue. With his outward appearance matching his new career as a Navy SEAL, Ben is saving the world...literally, at the expense of
everything he gave up. A whole life. Her.Harper Rosehall honors the pact. She takes on, and then dominates college on the opposite coast.
Always the geek, and always behind socially-especially with men, she blossoms. With her moral compass guiding her, she finds herself
drawn back to San Diego and all she left behind. Him. With memories from their pasts haunting every interaction and decision in their presentand future, their timing never seems to be quite right. A marriage.A baby.Nothing. Some friendships last the test of time, can Ben and
Harper's stand the tests of life? Life doesn't care what you love, it takes it away anyways.
“We must realize that we Christians are a meeting people. A Christian is a meeting person. Without meeting, there is no Christian life and no
church life. It is rather difficult for any Christian to grow without attending the meetings. There is no way for any Christian to serve God without
meetings, and it is impossible for Christians to express Christ if there are no meetings. The church life is a meeting life.” In How to Meet
Witness Lee offers much precious and practical guidance related to the biblical way to meet as Christians.
At the time of regeneration, all believers receive the divine life and are begotten as children of God. Yet, this life most grow and it does so by
regulation unto maturity and function. This regulation comes from revelation and issues in obedience. This word is crucial for our progress
and training in the divine life for our maturity and function in our living and service to God.
For the first time, Award winning author Dustin Feyder brings you the complete God of Hunger story ark is gathered in two volumes . Volume
one contains: “A Dawning of Power” Dr. Marks Karingson gives life to a living computer, but knowing his colleagues have ulterior motives
contacts a shadow government to steel hand hide his creation. A decision that cost him his life. “Long Distance Runners” A man called “N”
is hired to rob a military R&D lab. Wherein he discovers Dr. Marks Karingson has returned from the dead. “Worldwalkers” After surviving his
first encounter Cravixs, Charlie Belmond resolves to chase the God of Hunger back to his home and slay the beast its sleep. As beasts from
outside time-space is invading our reality. Mighty heroes gather from across the cosmos. Angels, Demons, Androids, Gods, Men and
Monsters. All are called to do battle. Welcome to Red Twilight. “...I know what you are thinking, let me help you vocalize your thoughts. ‘I
don’t understand, I did everything right, my souls is on fire, my heart overflows with indignation, a hundred generation my fathers paved the
road that would lead me here, and not even am I allowed to look on to your lovely face?’ Let me help you understand. You are strong, you
are brave, but you are mortal, you are flawed. Never where you worthy to stand eye to eye with me. Never where you meant to win this fight,
you are nothing more than a sacrifice to my divinity. Belmond son of Belmond the last of the keys of salvation are almost within my reach, and
once I have them no king or god will ever be my equal again, and you have made that possible.” -CravixsGabriel Seailles remarked that Lachelier had the happy for tune "of exercising a profound and decisive influence upon all who heard him, yet
without acquiring perhaps a single disciple in the narrow sense of the word. He liberated minds. He rid them of 1 ready-made ideas. " This
liberating influence was exercised by means of lecture, conversation, and personal relationship as much as through writing. Its nature is
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suggested by the character of his better known students, among whom are Boutroux, Bra chard, and Lagneau. Lachelier's writings, however,
remain sig nificant and are commonly looked upon by French philosophers as constituting a very important element of their heritage. During
his lifetime, Lachelier's position was somewhat ana logous to Victor Cousin's; however, his thinking was far more critical and disciplined than
Cousin's and its effect has been all 2 the more fertile. Benrubi places him, along with Ravaisson, as one of the two leading pioneers of the
spiritual-metaphysical positivistic movement in France, a movement which provides an interesting contrast to the anti-intellectualism
associated with Bergson. Along with Bergson, however, he opposed what has been called "scientism" in philosophy, but he opposed this
trend in his own way. R. G. Collingwood, who calls Lachelier one of the greatest of modern French philosophers (cf.
A clear and comprehensive guide to financial modeling and valuation with extensive case studies and practice exercises Corporate and
Project Finance Modeling takes a clear, coherent approach to a complex and technical topic. Written by a globally-recognized financial and
economic consultant, this book provides a thorough explanation of financial modeling and analysis while describing the practical application
of newly-developed techniques. Theoretical discussion, case studies and step-by-step guides allow readers to master many difficult modeling
problems and also explain how to build highly structured models from the ground up. The companion website includes downloadable
examples, templates, and hundreds of exercises that allow readers to immediately apply the complex ideas discussed. Financial valuation is
an in-depth process, involving both objective and subjective parameters. Precise modeling is critical, and thorough, accurate analysis is what
bridges the gap from model to value. This book allows readers to gain a true mastery of the principles underlying financial modeling and
valuation by helping them to: Develop flexible and accurate valuation analysis incorporating cash flow waterfalls, depreciation and
retirements, updates for new historic periods, and dynamic presentation of scenario and sensitivity analysis; Build customized spreadsheet
functions that solve circular logic arising in project and corporate valuation without cumbersome copy and paste macros; Derive accurate
measures of normalized cash flow and implied valuation multiples that account for asset life, changing growth, taxes, varying returns and cost
of capital; Incorporate stochastic analysis with alternative time series equations and Monte Carlo simulation without add-ins; Understand
valuation effects of debt sizing, sculpting, project funding, re-financing, holding periods and credit enhancements. Corporate and Project
Finance Modeling provides comprehensive guidance and extensive explanation, making it essential reading for anyone in the field.

A circular economy is an alternative to a traditional linear economy (make, use, dispose) in which we keep resources in use for as
long as possible, extract the maximum value from them whilst in use, then recover and regenerate products and materials at the
end of each service life. Circular economy (CE) is important towards sustainable development, resources circulation and
conservation, involving closing of material loops and cascading used resources, to prevent waste occurrence, and transforming
the resulting residual streams into new (secondary) resources. Strategies and legislative framework for waste management are
important steps for development of a more CE where resource efficiency becomes the key driver for both economic growth and
environmental protections. A few countries achieved good results implementing CE as a replacement of the linear economy.
Resource managers and planners should thoroughly identify factors to implement CE for societal benefits. This book presents how
resource consumption is minimized with rational use based on 3Rs, legislative framework and government supports towards
implementing CE initiatives, example of best practices, future plans and targets in different countries those are helpful for
researchers, planners and implementers.
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Gender Circuits explores the impact of new technologies on the gendered lives of individuals through substantive sociological
analysis and in-depth case studies. Examining the complex intersections between gender ideologies, social scripts, information
and biomedical technologies, and embodied identities, this book explores whether and how new technologies are reshaping what
it means to be a gendered person in contemporary society.
The Collected Works of Witness Lee, 1986, volume 3, contains messages given by Brother Witness Lee from June 8, 1986,
through July 9, 1989. At the beginning of June 1986 Brother Lee returned from Taipei, Taiwan, to Anaheim, California, and was
there for a few days before traveling to Irving, Texas, after the third week of June. He spent about two weeks in Irving, and from
there he returned to Anaheim and ministered there until the end of August. In the last few days in August Brother Lee returned to
Taipei and remained there until the end of the first week in October. Brother Lee then returned to Anaheim and spent about a
month there before returning to Taipei in November. At the end of December Brother Lee traveled to Irving and ministered there
until the end of the year. The contents of this volume are divided into ten sections, as follows: 1. Three messages given in
Anaheim, California, on June 8 through August 24, 1986. These messages are included in this volume under the title Fellowship
concerning the New Way. 2. A message given at the funeral of Brother Abraham Chang in Irving, Texas, on July 5, 1986. This
message is included in this volume under the title Speaking at Brother Abraham Chang's Funeral. 3. Eleven messages given in
Irving, Texas, on July 5 and December 23, 1986, on December 22, 1987, and on December 31, 1988, through January 2, 1989; in
Anaheim, California, on July 9, 1988, and on July 8 and 9, 1989; and in Cleveland, Ohio, on September 5, 1988. These messages
were previously published in a book entitled Elders' Training, Book 9: The Eldership and the God-ordained Way (1) and are
included in this volume under the same title. 4. Three messages given in Anaheim, California, on July 30, October 17, and
November 11, 1986. They are included in this volume under the title The Revelation of the All-inclusive Christ and the Practice of
the Church Life according to the Lord's New Way. 5. Five messages given in Anaheim, California, on August 8 through 22, 1986.
These messages were previously published in a book entitled The New Way to Carry Out the Increase and Spread of the Church
and are included in this volume under the same title. 6. Two messages given in Anaheim, California, on August 12 and 19, 1986.
These messages were previously published in a book entitled An Opening Word to the Full-time Trainees concerning Regulations
and Opinions and are included in this volume under the same title. 7. Five messages given in Taipei, Taiwan, on August 30
through September 26, 1986. These messages are included in this volume under the title The Practice of Preaching the Gospel by
Door-knocking. 8. Ten messages given in Taipei, Taiwan, on September 2 through 25, 1986. They were previously published in
Chinese and English in a book entitled The Revelation and Vision of God and are included in this volume under the same title. 9.
Seven messages given in Taipei, Taiwan, on November 20 through December 11, 1986. These messages were previously
published in Chinese and English in a book entitled The Furtherance of the New Way for the Lord's Recovery and are included in
this volume under the same title. 10. A message given in Irving, Texas, on December 21, 1986. This message was previously
published in a booklet entitled The Lord's New Way and His Ministry Today and is included in this volume under the same title.
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